
Description: According to Kalorama's experts, there is over a 40 billion dollar market for technology companies who can assist the healthcare industry meet its key challenges. This Kalorama Information Market Research Bundle, a combination of 7 Kalorama Information Market research reports - over 1200 pages of material., presents those opportunities, and details the areas Kalorama thinks will be the most promising markets for technology in healthcare.

Wireless Technologies: Newly updated with forecasts for 2008-12. This report covers the technology that is perfectly suited for the mobile employees of healthcare, wireless technologies are expect to show promising growth. This report details the market going forward to 2012. Includes Bluetooth, WLAN, Zigbee, WPAN and other technologies.

High-Tech Patient Monitoring: It's isn't just vital signs anymore. Patient Monitoring systems are complex, and require wireless connectons and integration with EMR software. This best-selling Kalorama Information report details the opportunities in this field.

RFID in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing: Inventory control is essential to an industry that deals with highly valuable, highly regulated, yet highly scattered assets. This intensive study on the uses of RFID in the pharmaceutical manufacturing sector details both the markets for this technology, the key sectors of demand, and cost saving projections.

RFID in Healthcare in the U.S.: This report expands coverage of the RFID market to all of healthcare including hospitals, nursing homes, pharmaceutical sales reps and other potential markets where RFID tags will add value and reduce costs.

Opportunities in Medical Devices Components - Increasingly device companies are unable to meet demand in-house. Companies who have not considered medical markets may find a willing customer for their services in the med device area.

Virtual Reality Applications in Healthcare: No longer a technology for games or science fiction, Virtual Reality or VR has real applications in healthcare, especially in education, surgery and 3D visualization of medical scenarios.

EMR (Electronic Medical Records): U.S. privacy regulations will drive healthcare systems and hospitals to turn to EMR vendors. Any vendor seeking to sell into hospitals or physicians offices will need to give thought to the market and competition for electronic medical records.

This report represents the combination of the following Kalorama Information market research reports: EMR Technologies, RFID Opportunities in the U.S., Virtual Reality Markets in Healthcare, Wireless Technologies in Healthcare, OEM Contract Manufacturing in Medical Devices, Vol. II: Electronics and Advanced Systems. (Previous Customer of these titles would find repeated information in this title.)
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Abundant opportunities are available for manufacturing companies who enter the outsourcing medical device manufacturing market; but the market is competitive and information has been hard to obtain. Original equipment manufacturers are finding new opportunities with managers located at the corporate headquarters or main manufacturing/assembly operations continually reviewing manufacturing costs and looking to outsourcing for cost efficiency.

Kalorama’s OEM Contract Manufacturing in Medical Devices Series presents a total study of market for outsourcing in medical devices. It features an exhaustive three-way market segmentation: It looks at the OEM market revenues by therapeutic area, as well as by segment of device manufacturing. And it also includes revenues by the general device classifications (commodity/non-commodity). This allows those looking at this growing market to get a complete picture of the OEM market.

In Vol. I, Materials Processing, markets are analyzed by the following therapeutic areas:

- Cardiovascular
- General Surgery
- Imaging
- I.V. Diagnostics
- Ophthalmology
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- Respiratory
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and the following materials processing sectors:
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Revenues are also provided for the following general classification of medical devices:

- Commodity
- Non-Commodity

For each segment, this Kalorama Information study gives current size data and forecasts to 2011, with compound annual growth rates provided for the 2006 to 2011 market period. In addition this exhaustive market analysis, Kalorama Information study reviews Original Equipment Manufacturing Companies (OEMs), and their key capabilities and products, provides an overview of the general medical device market which builds the foundation for O.E.M. potential, and looks at issues and trends in O.E.M. for device manufacturing.

A truly worldwide study, current revenues and forecasts in all therapeutic areas and material processing sectors are provided for U.S., European, Asian, ROW and Global markets.
The following companies are profiled in this report
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PEC - Polymer Engineering Co.
B. Braun O.E.M. Division of B. Braun Medical Incorporated
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Creganna Medical Devices
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Dupont Medical Packaging
Gems Sensors & Controls Inc (Parent Company Danaher Corporation)
Medtech Group Inc
Smiths Medical plc
Symmetry Medical Inc
Synovis International Solutions, Incorporated
TOLAS Healthcare Packaging Incorporated

The following future titles will complete the series (10/07):
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